ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TROXX TRANSITION (TROXX.SILCN4)

From SILCN on track 309° to cross VLLEY between 15000 and FL190 and at 280K.

WEST TRANSITION RUNWAYS 30L/R: From VLLEY on track 328° to cross GUUYY at or above 11000, then on track 328° to cross WLSSN at or above 8000 and at 250K, then on track 328° to cross GSTEE at or above 4200, then on track 328° to cross KLIDE at or above 4000 and at 230K. Expect assigned instrument approach procedure.

EAST TRANSITION RUNWAYS 12L/R: From VLLEY on track 318° to cross BAXBE at or above 12000, then on track 318° to cross APLLE at or above 9000 and at 240K, then on track 318° to cross GGUGL between 7000 and 8000, then on track 318° to cross GAARY at or above 5800, then on track 318° to cross EDMND at or above 5600, then on track 318° to cross JESEN at or above 4100, then on track 306° to cross HITIR at 4000, then on track 306° to ZORSA, then on track 306°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.